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UN Global Pulse is the UN Secretary-General’s initiative on big data and artificial intelligence for development, humanitarian action, and peace.
Our vision is a future in which big data, artificial intelligence and emerging technologies are harnessed safely and responsibly for the public good.
Frontier directions – peace and security

Al-Shabaab
- Pro: 9%
- Contra: 91%

AMISOM
- Pro: 24%
- Contra: 76%

"AS does not hide themselves. It is non-Muslims and spies who hide themselves"

"We don't want a statement, we want urgent action against AS"

"Thanks AMISOM for stabilizing Somalia"

"You are a part of the problem and you are not serious"
Hate speech is in itself an attack on tolerance, inclusion, diversity and the very essence of our human rights norms and principles. More broadly, it undermines social cohesion, erodes shared values, and can lay the foundation for violence, setting back the cause of peace, stability, sustainable development and the fulfillment of human rights for all. United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech.
Improved situational awareness with radio mining

Public people’s voices

what is happening???
risks, threats, tensions...

far out at sea
Improved risk detection and early reaction

Partnership with Dataminr brings First Alert to the UN

detecting the earliest signals on risks within thousands of publicly available information (PAI) sources